
 
Hon. Sean Fraser 

Minister of Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship 

House of Commons Canada 

Ottawa, ON K1A 0A2 

June 16, 2022 

Dear Minister Fraser, 

I am writing today to implore you to adopt the recommendations from the Special Committee 

on Afghanistan report as soon as possible. 

These important recommendations highlight the concerns raised through compelling witness 

testimony about Canada's response to the Afghanistan refugee crisis.  

Through this testimony, and the evidence presented, it is clear the government has still not 

learned any lessons from the withdrawal last August from Afghanistan. 

Witnesses, including Afghan interpreters, NGOs, Canadian Forces veterans, and international 

organizations testified at committee that Canada evacuated substantially fewer people from 

Afghanistan relative to our NATO allies. This is despite having the same time to plan and 

prepare as our allies had. 

The Government of Canada had months to plan for the evacuation of Afghan refugees and IRCC 

had equal time to adequately staff and prepare their response to this foreseeable refugee crisis. 

Veterans, UNHCR, and NGOs all testified that they approached your government months before 

July 2021 to warn the government to act and to do what it could do to evacuate Afghan 

refugees whom the Taliban would knowingly persecute. 

Witnesses gave damning testimony that government departments failed to coordinate their 

response to the crisis and that IRCC understaffed its email and phone lines for Afghanistan 

while the government, due to an unnecessary election, was placed into caretaker mode. 

Now, nine months after the fall of Kabul and ten months since the Special Immigration 

Measures were first announced, thousands of Afghan refugees continue to be stranded in 

Afghanistan and neighbouring countries. 



 

IRCC’s bureaucratic response to the crisis in Afghanistan has left too many people in limbo. As a 

result of IRCC’s slow processing of Afghan refugees’ applications these vulnerable people are in 

real danger. 

Those lucky to receive any response only get auto-generated responses with generic 

information. Canada cannot ignore these brave people who have sacrificed and put themselves 

in harm’s way for Canada and NATO. 

Even today, Afghan refugees who applied starting in August 2021 have not received replies to 

their correspondence. They have not received application numbers or UCIs. This is 

unacceptable.  

Minister, your department and your cabinet colleagues need to take the recommendations 

from the committee’s report seriously and do everything in your power to help get our Afghan 

allies and their families to Canada safely.  

Now is not the time for bureaucracy, red tape, or excuses. IRCC must do better. The 

government must do better. 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jasraj Singh Hallan 

Shadow Minister for Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship 

Member of Parliament for Calgary Forest Lawn 


